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3.1 - The Periodic Table 

 

3.1.1 - Describe the arrangement of elements in the periodic table in order of increasing 

atomic number 

Elements in the periodic table are arranged in order of increasing atomic number (Z). There 

is a division between metals and non-metals. Metals are on the left and non-metals are on 

the right. Metals tend to have a smaller number of electrons in their outer shell 

The long metal periods are divided into the transition metals, lanthanides and actinides 

Hydrogen is difficult to place, however it is place in group 1 because it displays some of the 

same characteristics as these elements, although it is a non-metal 

Helium is still a noble gas because its outer shell is filled by 2 electrons 
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3.1.2 - Distinguish between the terms group and period 

Group - A vertical column of elements.  

These have been classified in a number of ways - IB numbers them 1 to 7, with the noble 

gases being group 0. Some groups have names, such as Alkali metals (group 1) and Halogens 

(groups 7). Groups 3 to 6 have both metal and non-metal elements. The metalloids (B, Si, 

Ge, As, Sb, Te and Po) have characteristics of both metals and non-metals. 

Period - A horizontal row of elements 

These are numbered 1 to 7. The number matches the number of its outer shell electrons. 

Elements of the same period have the same number of occupied electron shells 

 

  

3.1.3 - Apply the relationship between the electron arrangement of elements and their 

position on the periodic table up to Z = 20 

The position of elements on the periodic table is linked to their electron configuration. 

Elements in the same group have the same outer shell electron configuration. Elements of 

the same period have the same number of occupied electron shells. This in turn affects their 

physical and chemical properties. 
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e.g. Sulfur is in group 6 and period 3 

Its electron arrangement is 2.8.6 (6 outer electrons, 3 shells) 

1st Shell 2nd Shell 3rd Shell 4th Shell 

2 8 8 2 

** The fourth shell can hold more electrons, but at SL, you will only use up to two 

 

3.1.4 - Apply the relationship between the number of electrons in the highest occupied 

energy level for an element and its position in the periodic table 

Group Number 

 The same as the number of electrons in the outer shell 

 Group 1 = 1 outer shell electron 

Period Number 

 The same as the number of shells in the atom 

 All except the outer shell will be full 
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3.2 - Physical Properties 

 

3.2.1 - Define the terms first ionisation energy and electronegativity 

First Ionisation Energy 

The energy required to remove one mole of electrons from one mole of atoms in the 

gaseous state. 

Outer shell electrons are more easily removed. This shows how tightly the outer-shell 

electrons are held in an atom. 

Metals tend to have low ionisation energies because their outer electrons are easily 

removed 

Electronegativity 

A measure of the attraction an atom has for a for a shared pair of electrons when it is 

covalently bonded to another atom 

Metals have low electronegativities because they lose electrons easily. Non-metals have 

high electronegativities as they gain electrons to complete their outer shell 

Electronegativity tends to increase across a period and up a group. 
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3.2.2 - Describe and explain the trends in atomic radii, ionic radii, first ionisation energies, 

electronegativities and melting point for the alkali metals and the halogens 

Atomic Radii 

Moving down a group, the atomic radii increases. This is because the electrostatic 

attraction decreases as the outer shells are further from the nucleus. There are more shells 

in the atom. 

Ionic Radii 

Moving down a group, the ionic radii will increase as there are more shells in the atoms, 

and electrostatic attraction is reduced 

First Ionisation Energies 

Decreases as you go down a group due to the decreasing electrostatic attraction between 

the nucleus and outer-shell electrons. This makes it easier to remove the outer electrons 

Electronegativities 

Decreases as you go down a group due to the decreasing electrostatic attraction between 

the nucleus and outer-shell electrons. This causes less attraction for other electrons to the 

outer shell 

Melting Point 

This varies depending on the type of intermolecular forces and bonding in a substance. 

Stronger bonding within a substance will cause a higher melting point 
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3.2.3 - Describe and explain the trends in atomic radii, ionic radii, first ionisation energies 

and electronegativities for elements across period 3 

  

Atomic Radius  

The charge in the nucleus increases across the period, causing greater electrostatic 

attraction to the outer shell. This pulls the outer shell closer to the nucleus, causing the 

atom to become smaller.  

Ionic Radius 

For the metals, the ionic radius decreases across the period as they empty their outer shell.  

Non-metal will have a larger radius because they retain their outer shell, but it still 

decreases as you move to the right.  

Electronegativity 

This increases as you move right across the period due to greater electrostatic attraction to 

the outer shell. 

First Ionisation Energy 

Overall increase across period, however Aluminium and Sulfur are lower due to their 

electron configuration and stability. 

  

 

 

 

First Ionisation 
Energy Increases

Electronegativity 
Increases

Ionic Radius 
Decreases

Atomic Radius 
Decreases
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3.2.4 - Compare the relative electronegativity values of two or more elements based on 

their positions on the periodic table. 

i.e. Oxygen has higher electronegativity than Phosphorus 

Aluminium has a lower electronegativity than Boron 
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3.3 - Chemical Properties 

 

3.3.1 - Discuss the similarities and differences in the chemical properties of elements in 

the same groups 

Alkali Metals with Water 

The alkali metals are very reactive, and will react violently with water. 

They must be stored under oil. Their reactivity increases down the group. 

                                 

                                 

During the reaction, the metal will move across the water. However, if its 

progress is slowed, it will ignite. The more reactive metals will have a larger 

flame and are more likely to ignite. 

Potassium produces a violet flame.  

                               

In the reactions of alkali metals with water, the result is an alkaline solution. 

                            

                            

                          

The increase in reactivity down the group is caused by decreasing electrostatic attraction to 

the outer shells, allowing electrons to be lost more easily. This means that the alkali metals 

are good reducing agents because they donate electrons. 
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Alkali Metals with Halogens 

Halogens are good oxidising agents because they accept electrons easily. 

As a result, the reactions between halogens and alkali metals are very 

violent. They react to produce a salt. 

                           

                       

                           

 

Halogens and Halide Ions 

The reactivity of the halogens increases up the group because the atoms become smaller, 

allowing them to gain electrons more easily. Therefore, fluorine is the most reactive 

halogen. 

The larger halide ions can lose electrons more easily because there is a greater distance 

from the nucleus to the outer shells. 

                                    

             
                         

                       
             

  

3.3.2 - Discuss the changes in nature, from ionic to covalent and from basic to acidic, of 

the oxides across period 3 

All the elements across period 3 react with oxygen to form various types of compounds. 

The metals will react to form ionic compounds, whilst the non-metals react to form 

covalent molecules. The ionic nature of the compounds decreases from left to right across 

the period. 
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From left to right, the products form strongly alkaline to strongly acidic solutions. Al2O3 is 

amphoteric because it can act as a base or an acid. It does not dissolve in water. 

Acting as a base: 

                                           

Acting as an acid: 
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